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ABSTRACT. Southeastern timber stands have been severely impacted by recent storms. Hurricanes have uprooted, shaken
and broken trees across thousands of acres of forest lands. Tornados have snapped tree stems along 129 km (80 mile) linear
paths. All ages of stands have been impacted. During some events, more wood is downed over the course of one or two
days than would normally be harvested in a year. Salvage harvesting to recover some value for the landowner can be
difficult because traditional forest products markets are based on a sustainable supply of wood over time.
Mills are not equipped to take this additional volume. Storm damaged wood deteriorates quickly, and landowners are forced
to sell their sawtimber at pulpwood prices just to prepare their land for replanting. This project will explore opportunities
to extend the time window of salvaging storm damaged wood using a variety of in-woods storage techniques. Wood
characteristics of stored wood will be analyzed for use in both traditional and biomass products. The benefits of this project
would potentially extend the time window for marketing downed timber.
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Introduction
Stand damaging storms can occur at any time during the year. In the southeastern United States, most of these storms
are related to hurricanes or tornadoes. There is a 6-month hurricane season that extends from June 1 through November 30.
There isn’t a tornado season, but most tornados in the region occur from March through May. Many recent storms have
created disruptions in the wood supply chain.
Hurricane Michael made landfall near Mexico Beach, Fl as a category 4 on October 10, 2018 and quickly moved into
Georgia. The Georgia Forestry Commission reported that even the properly stocked, healthy and vigorously growing stands
were battered by the 161 kph (100 mph) winds (Georgia Forestry Commission, 2018). This hurricane impacted 958,387 ha
(2,368,226 acres) of forested land with a pre-hurricane estimated value of US$762,683,909.
When Hurricane Laura made landfall in Louisiana on August 27, 2020, it caused major destruction on the Kisatchie
National Forest. Nearly half of the forest’s 242,811 ha (600,000 acres) had some level of damage. Approximately 6,880 ha
(17,000 ac) of the Vernon Unit of the Calcasieu Ranger District were flattened (Figures 1 though 4). The hurricane’s path
passed through the most heavily forested portions of the state and caused a total area of lost timber of nearly 323,748 ha
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(800,000 ac) with a value of US$1.2 billion (Blazier, 2021). Tropical Storm Beta and Hurricane Delta added to the 2020
forest damage in Louisiana.
On March 25, 2021, ten tornadoes occurred in the National Weather Service’s Birmingham AL area (Figure 5). According
to the National Weather Service, one of these tornados spanned 129 km (80 mi) in 98 minutes. The Oakmulgee National
Forest was in this tornado path and received extensive stand damage. The 10-year average (2011-2020) for statewide tornado
occurrences in Alabama is 63.1 tornadoes per decade.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has predicted an above-normal Atlantic hurricane season
for 2021(NOAA, 2020). The prediction includes 6 to 10 hurricanes, and 3 to 5 of those will be a category 3 or higher, with
winds above 177 kph (110 mph).

Figure 1. Hurricane Laura storm damage in Louisiana, September 2020. (Source: USDA Forest Service, Kisatchie National Forest)
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Figure 2. Snapped trees and fiber pulls from Hurricane Laura, September 2020. (Source: USDA Forest Service, Kisatchie National Forest)

Figure 3. Uprooted trees from Hurricane Laura, September 2020. (Source: USDA Forest Service, Kisatchie National Forest)
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Figure 4. Sawtimber stand downed by Hurricane Laura, September 2020. (Source: USDA Forest Service, Kisatchie National Forest)

Figure 5. Single day (March 25, 2021) tornado tracks in Alabama. (Source: weather.gov)
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Supply Chain
When these types of weather events down massive volumes of wood over a short timeframe, landowners will need to
assess damage and determine whether stands are still viable. Landowners cannot delay in making decisions about their
damaged stands because mills generally set cut-off dates for accepting storm damaged wood. The Georgia Forestry
Commission published recommendations for harvesting windows based on forest products (Table 1). The product guidelines
were built using studies from the 1970’s when some engineered wood products (oriented strand board) were not in
widespread production. While wood quality might be suitable for products during the harvest windows, mills often limit
storm wood deliveries earlier to maximize quality and minimize variability.
Table 1. Harvest windows by forest product for storm damaged trees in Georgia.
Product
Harvest Window
Comments
Pine and hardwood veneers
4-6 weeks
Blue stain prohibits use if left longer
Pine dimension lumber
3-4 months
Should be kiln dried to prevent emergency of
secondary pests
Pine posts
4-6 weeks
Blue stain will affect toughness and
preservative treatment
Pine and hardwood pulp, fiberboard,
6-8 months
As wood begins to decay, pulping process
particleboard and oriented strand board
will be affected. Storm damaged wood
should be mixed with sound wood.

Bradley et al (2018) recommended five classes for storm damaged timber (Table 2). Depending on the damage class and
percent of stand impacted, salvage harvesting may be the best management option. Wind speed, duration and directional
shifts may contribute to internal stem damage, like ring shake. This type of damage cannot be evaluated by a typical storm
damage cruise.
Table 2. Harvest windows by damage class for storm damaged pine trees in Alabama
Damage Class
Harvest Window
Comments
Minor bending or leaning
No salvage
Trees may recover
Uprooted
2-3 months
Stems may succumb to fungi and woodboring insects within the harvesting window
Broken tops or trunks with less than four
As soon as possible
Depending on tree size and location of
main live limbs left or severely bent
breakage, solid wood products (saw timber
or chip-n-saw) may be produced. If ring
shake or pulled fibers are present, these trees
may not be suitable for lumber of plywood.
Broken tops or trunks with more than four
No salvage
Trees should be monitored for beetle attacks.
main live limbs left
Major wounds
As soon as possible
Pine beetles will target damaged trees.

Logging in storm damaged stands is generally much slower and more hazardous than in typical operations, resulting in
increased harvesting costs. However, Dickens and Moorhead (2018) note that stumpage prices after storm events can be
significantly reduced as compared to pre-storm pricing due to the sudden availability of wood volume to the market. These
increased logging costs and lower stumpage prices create a financial dilemma for landowners that need to site prepare their
land for replanting.

Project overview
This project will explore opportunities to extend the time window of salvaging storm damaged wood using a variety of
in-woods dry stacking storage techniques. The hypothesis is that the storage treatments will preserve the quality of pine
roundwood for a sufficiently long period of time to smooth delivery spikes following storm events without the need to
construct wet storage facilities. Potential wood products from stored material could include solid wood products and wood
pellet production. The benefits of this project would potentially extend the time window for marketing the downed timber.

Approach
Stacking
The storm damaged study site will be located in the coastal plain region of the southeastern United States (Figure 6). A
site will be selected having a wide dispersion in diameter classes of loblolly pine (Pinus taeda). This southern pine species
was selected because it is important to the forest products industry and extensively cultivated across the region.
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Figure 6. Coastal plain region of the southeastern United States. (Source: Klepzig et al, 2014)

Damaged stems will be topped and stacked in an open area on the tract. Wendt and Zhao (2020) recommended stacking
agricultural residue bales on improved surfaces to prevent wicking of soil moisture. Therefore, the bottom stems of each
stack will rest on transverse logs to keep the pile off the ground. The air gap along the bottom edges of each stack will be
closed using chipped tops and residues.
Three pile construction variables will be investigated for their effect on wood quality: a) mixed versus uniform diameter
classes; b) log butts aligned or indexed; and c) covered versus uncovered. Stems will be broken down into two product
classes: pulpwood and chip-n-saw/sawlog. Three piles for each product class will be built, two indexed, the third will have
the butts aligned. Three stacks will also be built without consideration of log butt diameter. A control treatment will be
implemented that will include stems across a range of diameters and placed in a single layer on the same arrangement of
transverse logs used to build the stacks.
One stack of indexed wood from each treatment will be covered using a layer of chips/residues on the upper surface.
Chips and residues may also be placed along the cut ends. The depth of the chip covering is currently undecided and will
depend on the availability of residues on the site. In a study by Garstang et al (2002) moisture content in forest residue chip
piles becomes less variable with a depth of 1.5 meters (~ 5 ft), indicating that a thick layer may provide more insulation.
However, this study will not have the traditional chip pile geometry and the covering may include both chips and residues.
The control treatment will not be covered by chips or residues.
One log from each treatment, located near the center of the stack, will be instrumented to measure wood moisture content
at hourly intervals. Data collection will also include temperature and humidity within the stack. Ambient weather, including
rainfall, will also be recorded and compared with changes in wood moisture content.
At the time of pile construction, four logs from each diameter class will be sawn into boards using a portable sawmill.
Four other stems from each class will be sampled by slicing off disks approximately 10.16 cm (4 in) in thickness at a 3.05
meter (10 ft) spacing along their length. Disks will be placed in sealed bags for later moisture and carbohydrate content
determination.
Stacks will be left for a period of time, possibly 12 months. The duration of the study will be dependent on when the
stacking occurs, as sapstain is likely related to temperature (Hood et al, 2018). After the study duration, the wood sampling
regime outlined above will be repeated on stacked treatments. All sawn lumber will be air dried and tested for elastic/rupture
modulus using a bending test machine.
Pellet Quality
Pellets will be manufactured from timber that has been down for varying lengths of time since the damage event. Wood
samples from the storage project will be the primary source for this raw material. Additional wood from impacted areas,
outside of the stacked wood, may also be sourced. Fiber qualities of wood samples will be assessed prior to pelletizing and
related to pellet quality following the bench scale manufacture of pellets. ASTM testing methods will be employed.

Summary
This project will add to the knowledge base of dry storage techniques for pine trees following storm damage in the
southeastern coastal plain. The results of this study may provide landowners with a technique for extending the time window
for harvesting dimensional lumber products beyond the recommended 4-month timeframe. Information gained from the
wood quality and pellet production/testing may help inform the traditional forest product and growing pellet industries in
the region.
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